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LATEST ACQUISITIONS
Two additions to the Museum’s historical collection have gone on display in the Bruce Brockhoff Annexe.
The Schneider ES-54 Gnome, originally constructed with a tailboom, first flew almost 60 years ago.
The Lilienthal replica behind recently built by Bruce Hearn is to be completed with fabric covering.

Welcome

to the Australian Gliding Museum
Newsletter Number 30.

Membership Changes:
New Members:
Welcome to the following new members who
have joined since publication of our last
Newsletter:
Jim Atkinson from Sunbury.
Andrew Benton from Tatura.
John Kneen from Beaumaris.
Dennis Hipperson from Murchison.
Andrew Maddocks from Booval, Queensland.
Robert Moffatt from East Gosford, NSW.
Craig Morrison from Benalla.
Allan Petersen from Essendon.
Fred Stickland from Beaumaris.
Leigh Snell from Edithvale.
Denis Toner from Thornbury.
Colin Veal from Wamboin, NSW.
Jan and Ralph Walker from Tumbarumba,NSW.
Farewells:
Sadly, a number of our outstanding members
have passed away since our last Newsletter:
Bruce Hearn, Aileen Hooper and Kevin
Sedgman.

Leigh Bunting brought the Schneider
ES54 Gnome to Bacchus Marsh from storage
at the South Australian Aviation Museum at Port
Adelaide. Cathy Conway has donated the
famous glider to the Gliding Museum.

Workshop Happenings.
Work has continued on our aircraft
refurbishment program. Bob Wyatt is well
advanced with work on the Skylark 4, Chris
Saunders and Trevor Odering with other
helpers are well advanced with the Arrow
fuselage, and Keith Nolan continues with work
on the ES49 fuselage. Recovering of the
Bunting Grunau wings was a project
undertaken at the recent fabric course and this
work is also close to completion.

Keith at work restoring the ES49, with the
Grunau Baby wing behind.

Mal Alexander working on the restoration
of the Arrow fuselage

The newly completed concrete slab
between the Brockhoff Hangar and the
Darbyshire workshop in preparation for the
aircraft finishing and fabricing facility. This
facility when complete will allow the restoration
of a backlog of museum aircraft awaiting final
completion to display or flying condition. The
facility will also be available to gliding clubs.

In addition to work in the workshop, other
volunteers have been engaged in making
further improvements to the workshop and
storage shed facilities. Lists of members
authorised to use the workshop have been
prepared, including machines which they are
authorised and qualified to use, and safety
instructions for use of machines attached to the
respective equipment. The area between the
hangar and the workshop has had the concrete
floor laid for the finishing room and fabric
covering area. All Museum trailers have been
relocated to the trailer park area.
Material for construction of the glider finishing
facility ready for erection.

Bruce Hearn built the Lilienthal glider for
the Museum collection, now ready for fabricing.
Leigh Bunting, who brought the Gnome from
Adelaide, tries out the pilot “seat!”

The Gnome fuselage

Collection statistic:- Geoff Hearn has
calculated that so far 40,074 kilometres have
been travelled to collect museum aircraft since
commencement of the museum!

The Museum's parachute escape trainer
continues to assist glider pilots with training in
case they ever have to abandon a glider in
flight. Here Julian Smibert and Allan Furmiston
practice the escape procedure.

Museums are not just for old people!
Tour groups of up to 24 visitors have been
inspecting our museum and enjoying the
hospitality offered, with one group overstepping
the mark by bringing 41 visitors!
To arrange a group visit contact Ian at
0419 587 208.

1st - 4th November
Melbourne Cup Holiday Weekend
Historic Schneider Gliders
Vintage Gliders Australia Rally
Australian Gliding Museum
Open Day Sunday

All
vintage glider owners and
supporters are welcome and the Museum's
Slingsby T31b open cockpit two seater will
participate with flights for Museum members.
Museum membership costs $20, and a $10
charge towards maintenance, plus the launch
cost, will apply. So far a good response has
been received from pilots planning to attend,
with quite a number of vintage gliders coming.

ES-57 Kingfisher
The Melbourne Cup Vintage Rally at
Bacchus Marsh will take place over the four day
long weekend. The rally runs from Saturday 1st
November until Tuesday 4th November
inclusive. Vintage gliding is scheduled for all
four days, weather permitting, and both aertow
and winch launching facilities are planned.
Sunday is also the day of the Museum open
day with the Annual General Meeting
commencing at 11 o'clock followed by a
barbeque luncheon (BYO salads and drinks),
with the Museum remaining open until 5
o'clock.
It is anticipated that the Schneider
collection will be on display this day. One of
each Edmund Schneider Pty Ltd design is
planned for this exhibition. Expected are the
Grunau Baby, ES-49b Kangaroo, ES-50 Club,
ES-52 Kookaburra, ES-54 Gnome, ES-56
Nymph, ES-57 Kingfisher, ES-59 Arrow, ES-60
Boomerang, ES-65 Platypus, and the ES-Ka6
built under licence from Alexander Schleicher.
Posters are being designed by the Museum for
each type, familiar to glider pilots during the
decades
before
the
1970's fibreglass
revolution.

Harry Schneider and five family members are
planning to visit, his sister-in-law Rita Schneider
being an enthusiastic member of Vintage
Gliders Australia.
Accommodation is available in Bacchus
Marsh and Melton, and limited comfortable
bunkhouse accommodation is available in the
gliding clubhouse. A local hotel has sponsored
the Museum and arrangements will be made for
evening meals at their very modest prices. For
enquiries please contact David Goldsmith on
(03) 5428 3358 or daveandjenne@gmail.com

Leo Dowling 1921-2013
Holder of Gliding Certificate No.1

Gliding Club of Victoria: Merlin 1943
Leo Dowling in front seat, Norm Hyde in rear seat
at Mordialloc Victoria.

Leo Dowling grew up on a farm in Major
Road, Fawkner which was bounded on the East
by what is now Dowling Road, named after the
family.
Leo along with his brothers Rob and
Frank became involved with the Gliding Club of
Victoria in 1936 helping build and repair primary
gliders, but Leo had to wait until 1938 before
his father signed the form allowing a minor
(under 21) to learn to fly. He first learnt in
Primaries at Beveridge, going by push bike
from the Somerton stopping place (no station,
just a dirt mound) or at Craigieburn station,
where they often met Charlie Lambeth, who
would dink or walk with him to Beveridge. The
GCV then moved to Mordialloc, then Somerton
near the recent location of the GFA office, and
from there to Benalla. Following the death of his
father in 1943 his gliding was restricted as he
took on the responsibilities of raising the family
of three brothers and two sisters with his
mother. He kept in touch with the club as well
as being quite active in church, political and
community affairs.

Leo Dowling in a Primary Glider at Belmont
Common Victoria, ready to go solo 13 Oct 1940

From about 1940 to 1949 the GCV had a
workshop and club meeting room in an old two
storey barn at Major Road, Fawkner, belonging
to his aunty and the club flew in a number of
nearby paddocks.
In 1948 Leo was issued with an Interim
No.1 Gliding Certificate by the Associated
Australian Aero Clubs located in Sydney. Later
in 1950 the Aero Club Federation of Australia,
same address, issued him with the actual
certificate.
Vintage Gliders Australia meetings and
Rallies gave him a new opportunity to meet up
with old mates and he was also proud to be a
member of the Australian Gliding Museum.
Although not able to be an active volunteer
because of age he kept a close watch on our
activities, cross checking his records, along
with talking to his brother Rob who glides at
Whyalla, to ensure that history was being
correctly recorded!
Thanks to his son Peter driving, he was
a regular visitor to many gliding events around
Australia, and of course to the GCV for a flight
in their latest two seater.
Compiled by Peter Dowling and Alan Patching

From the Archives:-

Images of Geelong women gliding
pioneers come to light
There is the rather unfortunate story from 1930
involving the Gliding Club of Victoria. A young
woman was seated on the Club’s Zogling
without her being strapped in. When the glider
was launched she lost control, fell to the ground
and was seriously injured. In the light of this
accident the Club apparently decided to ban
women pilots. Fortunately, for women wishing
to go gliding in the early years of the sport in
Australia such restrictions did not apply
elsewhere, as far as we know. In fact, a number
of women learned to glide when the new sport
based on the Zogling type of glider gained
momentum in Australia on a wave of
enthusiasm about aviation generally.

Geelong women pilots from this era have been
found in an album compiled by Cecil Wilson
who was secretary of the Club in its early years.
The identity of one of the women pilots has
been established – that of Esther Strickland
(nee Selman). While she was not the first
woman to fly a Zogling in Australia, she was
one of the earliest “gliders” and a member of
the pioneering group at the Geelong Glider
Club.

Esther ready for a launch at Belmont

Esther Selman and the “Fledgling” glider
In 1931 the Geelong Glider Club encouraged
women to fly by the creation of a “women’s
section”. About a year later it was reported that
several woman members were showing
promise in learning to fly the “Fledging”, the
Club’s first glider. Some photographs of the

Esther married Colin Strickland who was
also involved with the Geelong Glider Club in
the 1930s. After some experience with gliding,
Colin Strickland took up power flying. He was
the
Geelong
Advertiser’s
aviation
correspondent for the Geelong Gliding Club
and was on radio 3GL Geelong. Later on he
served with distinction in the RAAF as a
Squadron Leader.
Esther Selman passed away in 1979,
around the time of the Geelong Gliding Club’s
50th anniversary. While her gliding records
have not been located and the details of her
particular achievements have faded from
memory, there is reason to believe that Esther
enjoyed her gliding experiences at Geelong and
became sufficiently proficient at flying the
Zogling to be able to stay aloft when the
conditions allowed. A gliding story recalled by
her family is that on one occasion “… she
(Esther) refused to come down when she was
supposed to and remained gliding for hours.
She described it as like an “ecstasy of the
deep” feeling as described by divers.”Miss V
Love – Belmont Common
The name of one of the other women in
the Cecil Wilson album photographs is given as
Miss V. Love. No further information is at hand
about Miss Love or the other woman pictured
(next page).

Esther Selman, V. Love and another
The first woman to glide in Australia was
Mrs Florence Taylor who flew a biplane hang
glider about 90 yards down the sand dunes at
Narrabeen beach, NSW, on 5 December 1909.
The glider was built by a group led by her
husband George Augustine Taylor. A member
of the group, Edward Hallstrom, made the first
flight in Australia with the glider earlier the same
day.
The introduction to Australia of the
Zogling type of glider by Percy Pratt and others
in 1929 was a big advance over the earlier
hang gliders, such as the Taylor glider. The
credit for being the first woman glider pilot from
this significant point in time for the sport
belongs to Miss Olive Baker. She took to the
air on the Geelong Glider Club’s Zogling by
shock-cord launch on 15 September 1929.
Another Geelong member, Mrs. E.N.
Bender flew about two months later. Also Miss
N. Lyle and Miss Bloomfield joined the Geelong
club in 1930. It appears that in Miss Lyle’s case
no time was wasted getting her airborne on her
arrival at the gliding site. A report from the
Geelong Glider Club in 1930 relates: “The club
is pleased to have a visitor from Melbourne,
who is spending her holidays at Barwon Heads,
and made a special journey to the gliding
grounds to become acquainted with gliding.
Being a good sport, Miss Lyle enjoyed taking a

share in assisting the catapult crew, and after
several club pupils had made practice flights
Miss Lyle accepted an invitation to make some
glides. Miss Lyle was enthusiastic in her
enjoyment of the new sport, which she
describes as so thrilling that a new member is
to be added at once to the club.”
Incidentally, the Geelong Glider Club
presented a Life Membership Certificate to
English aviator Amy Johnson in June 1930
when she was being feted by the City of
Geelong following her England to Australia
flight in “Jason” a De Havilland Gipsy Moth.
This gesture by the Club was no doubt
considered all the more appropriate as Amy
Johnson was known to have had flown a glider
in England before she embarked on her epic
flight.
Around the same time women flyers took
to the air at clubs in South Australia and
Queensland. For instance, it is reported that in
late June or early July 1930, Miss Victoria
Cholmondeley, of Vale Royal, O’Halloran Hill in
South Australia, who held a powered aircraft
licence had a flight on the University Gliding
Club’s glider. A couple of weeks later, at
Tapley’s Hill in South Australia, Mrs. Dorothy
Davis of Payneham did a glide on the South
Australian Gliding Club’s “Brolga”. Enid Smith
of Brisbane was among the earliest
Queenslanders to fly a Zogling glider; possibly
the first in that State. The Toowoomba Gliding
Club also attracted several women members
when it completed its Zogling in 1931, including
Miss Clare Trousdell, Miss Beris Rosbrook and
Miss Fox.
A well known glider pilot from this era
was Miss Elaine (Billie) Spiller (later Mrs. Elaine
Henderson) from Brisbane. She commenced
gliding as a school girl in about 1931 and
continued with the sport for at least 15 years. In
the process she moved on from Zoglings to
other more advanced glider types. In January
1937 she is credited with a flight along the
Coorabel Range near Byron Bay of an hour and
fifteen minutes in the Brisbane Gliding Club’s
“Pegasus” dual seater glider, the first such
glider built in Australia. In 1945 it was reported
that Elaine Henderson held the Australian
ladies duration and height record established in
this machine. She was the first Australian
woman to be issued with a glider pilot licence
with A, B and C achievement certificates.
The Camperdown Gliding Club, one of
the groups in country Victoria to buy a glider
from Percy Pratt, had at least two woman flying

members in 1931, Miss Vera Thornley and Miss
Edna Coope. Both women are reported to have
made a number of successful flights at the
Gliding Association of Victoria meeting at Tower
Hill, Koroit, over the Easter weekend of April 3
to 6, 1931. Miss Thornley, whose picture
appeared in an article in “Aircraft” magazine in
May 1931, was awarded a B class certification.
Miss Coope, at the time received an A class
rating. Under the Association rules an A
certificate required a flight of at least 30
seconds followed by a normal landing and a “B”
a flight of at least one minute during which two
turns in the form of an S followed by a normal
landing. The highest certification, a C, required
a soaring flight of at least 5 minutes.

conception of the leisured girl of today as one
who spends her days in a round of social
gaieties with never a thought for the more
serious aspects of life. In addition to being a
keen sportswoman, playing an exceedingly
good game of tennis, an adept at golf and
swimming, a good horsewoman, and one of the
few women who have flown a glider from the
top of Tower Hill at Koroit, Miss Thornley is also
an expert needlewoman, having made much of
the lingerie in her trousseau. She is also
interested in the welfare of returned soldiers in
the district, in the local auxiliary for the Blind
Institute, the Australian Women's National
League, and the Girl Guides.”
No doubt there were other women
around Australia who tried gliding during the
1930s but their stories are now lost. Anyway,
the Cecil Wilson album photographs are a nice
reminder that early gliding in Australia was not
exclusively a male pursuit.
Bernard Duckworth, July 2014

THE FUN OF MUSEUM COLLECTION
By Jim Barton

Over the years Museum members have

Belmont Common – pilot not identified
Miss Spiller’s and Miss Thornley’s
activities drew attention from the press and they
became fairly well known. For instance, in
December 1931, Miss Spiller was nominated in
a “Queen of Sport Competition” organized as a
fundraiser by the Australian Flying Corps
Association on the strength of her gliding. And
in 1935, in an item in the social pages
announcing her marriage, Miss Thornley was
referred to, in glowing terms, as “…one of the
modern girls who help to destroy the popular

travelled far and wide to collect various objects
for the Museum – mainly gliders the owners of
which have lost interest in or seek a suitable
home for their former pride and joy.
Recently we were offered 3 exhaust fans
that Museum member John Luckock felt may
be of interest to us as we were studying the
building of a spray painting booth. To ascertain
it's potential future use by the Museum, brother
Graeme and I decided to go to Portland, where
the equipment was located, to inspect the
items. Neither Graeme nor I had been to
Portland for many years so we thought a visit
was in order before accepting the offer.
Portland is a bit far away to make a day trip so
we decided to go by train and have a leisurely
dinner on the train – a big mistake! On arrival at
Southern Cross station on Saturday afternoon
at around 6.30 pm we were informed that the
train was not running that day because of track
works and that it had been replaced by an
express bus to Warnambool, then through to
Portland. We arrived at Warnambool at
10.30pm and waited for our connecting bus.
We were hopeful of getting some dinner at the
Warnambool station but no facilities were open.
Eventually we arrived at Portland at midnight,
still without any dinner!

We met John's representative on Sunday
morning and inspected the items on offer and,
as they were suitable for our purposes, decided
to return at a later date to collect three exhaust
fans and two canopies. Having time before the
return bus ride, we became tourists for a few
hours and visited the very active Portland port
facilities. Tuna boats (big ones), timber,
mountains of woodchips, livestock plus the
aluminium smelter, and all the weekend water
activities make Portland a very active industrial
waterfront. The carparks on the waterfront were
crammed with four wheel drive vehicles to
which were attached big boat trailers used by
recreational fishermen – we were told it was the
tuna fishing season.
Four months later, John King and I
returned with a large open trailer, collected our
treasures and took them to Bacchus Marsh.
The Museum has very recently
purchased a working spray paint facility
complete with an exhaust fan system. Adjoining
the spray painting facility will be a dedicated
glider fabric covering workshop and the
equipment brought back from Portland will be
made use of in this area..
The next major Museum collection
expeditions will be to collect a Slingsby
Capstan two-seater glider and an Auster (a type
often used as a towplane) from Grafton,
northern NSW, whilst a Laister Kaufman LK10
is to be brought across from Perth.
-----00000-----

Obituary for Kevin Sedgman
By
Alan Patching

Kevin Sedgman who died recently was a
pilot who had devoted the majority of his life to
furthering the sport of gliding mainly by the
formation of new clubs and then designing and
building their facilities, winches and hangars
etc.
He started with the Gliding Club of
Victoria on Mt Fraser at Beveridge, but was too
young to fly so he worked on building gliders
etc. and of course he learnt on Primaries which
always needed repairing.
On moving to Adelaide he helped build
the Schneider ES-49 Wallabys for the Adelaide
Soaring Club where he became a flying
Instructor. Kevin represented the club at the
inaugural meeting of the GFA but retained his
interest at club level.
I cannot recall how many clubs have
made him a Life Member in recognition of his
efforts. He started the Vintage Glider movement
along with the late Leo Boin and Martin Simons
and was elected President at the first meeting
in 1979. Shortly after he handed over that office
to me he was appointed Patron of Vintage
Gliders and continued to be the main organiser
of our Annual Rallies until 2006.
He had other aeronautical interests
which included helping to build the Southern
Cross replica and modifying the ‘Sunbird’ a self
launching glider which is now housed in the
Australian Gliding Museum. Kevin also rebuilt
an Olympia converting it into a self launcher but
the engine proved to be unsuitable and it was
returned to being a glider now flown by Diana
Davies and Phil Prapulenis who donated their
hangar at Locksley for the Museum workshop.
When the Far North Gliding Club at Mareeba,
which Kevin had started, ceased operations he
ensured that their K4 was donated to the VGA
and transported it to our Rally at Lake Keepit
for the handing over ceremony.
He last flew with the Barossa Valley
Gliding Club at Stonefeld where there are
examples of his activities and I well remember
the patch of green grass that he created in the
desert for my tent at the VGA Rally in 2002.

Kevin receives VGA Life Membership, Jan 2007

Kevin was awarded Life Membership of
the GFA for his efforts and will certainly be
remembered by all VGA members for his
tireless and enthusiastic activities in preserving
flying vintage gliders.

The Swallow.
By Ron Sharp

Ron Sharp and the Swallow
Lou Pedricks and I rode our bikes to
Doonside where we saw Kite-2 being flown by
Martin Warner, Mervyn Waghorn and others.
This was my first contact with gliding.
At the Bankstown air show soon after the
war finished, the Sydney Soaring Club
demonstrated their Slingsby Gull-1. I had my
first flight in the Percival Proctor there, flown by
Vic. Schuback, who later piloted me over
Sydney in the Hornet Moth to take photos.
Urged on by Neil Cottee, -whose father
had owned a Moth Minor- and flew models with
us in Centennial Park, I started flying Tiger
Moth at RAC Mascot in December 1948, aged
19. We had to fly to Bankstown for circuits,
where I soloed in VH-APG.
I soon commenced gliding from Camden,
in the Hinkler Soaring Club Grunau. Merv.
Waghorn demonstrated a shallow approach
angle in Doc. Heydon’s Tiger Moth at reduced
throttle to show me how it would look in a glider.
In the Club’s Grunau, at Camden one day, Don
Johnson was taken against his will in a Cu-Nim
to 8000 ft. landing safely by good luck and his
presence of mind in a paddock a few miles
away.
Martin Warner, Mervyn Waghorn, Len
Schultz and Selwyn Owen were upgrading the
Silver Olympia by smoothing the airfoil in an
attempt to get some laminar flow. After helping
with this I joined the Sydney Soaring Club.
Fred Hoinville, knowing something of my
past projects, challenged me to make a small
glider, having read of two made in the USA. I
took the challenge. My first sketch included a
passenger, and was printed in A.G. This was
soon altered to solo. Merv.Wagorn told me how
Martin had made the Kite by drawing it out on
the floor, including stressing, empirically from
his experience.
For a start I visited the Dept. of
Aeronautical Engineering at Sydney Uni. and
asked for coordinates for the 4415 and 4412

airfoils, as I was designing and building a
sailplane. They said, “You’ve done the degree
course have you?” I said, “no, just made model
aeroplanes”. They made some derogatory
looks and said that I could get coordinates from
the library. When, two years later I showed
photos and said that I had been two hours at
five thousand feet they had nothing much to
say.
In designing and building the 33ft.
Swallow Sailplane I was helped with
suggestions in its basic stressing by Mervyn
Waghorn who was works manager at DeHavilland. Jack Davidson and others offered
advice during construction. The fuselage was
made on the front verandah and when brought
into the lounge room from the weather, the
family had to step over it for months. I was not
popular. Geoff Badgery assisted in gluing the
spar in his garage. Swallow’s wing was tested
with a load of bricks at Reg. Todhunter’s Glidair
factory.
I did two hops on the runway at Camden,
the first without canopy and then with canopy.
The performance was noticeably better with the
canopy. Some higher test flights followed after
which Merv. Waghorn test flew it for approval,
with a tail chute attached. This wasn’t needed
as everything went as expected. He said that
this was the last glider to be approved without
full stressing. It was aerobatic. Red and white.
The Swallow was designed to side-slip
very steeply due to having all rudder and a
narrow fin post. Half the tail plane was elevator
and the ailerons went all up with almost no
down. The shoulder wing assisted this. On one
occasion, those on the ground scattered, as if I
had stalled at the threshold. It would fall at
forty-five degrees on approach and then
straighten quickly for a very short landing. This
was not usually expected with conventional
control surfaces and a high wing.
The purpose of the glider was to allow
me to fly like a bird with the wings at shoulder
level as though my arms were outstretched.
This also allowed one to see what was coming
in turns. I tried to improve the deficiencies that I
had perceived in the Grunau. It was a small, fun
glider that flew almost just by thinking about it.
As would a bird.
I was now a member of Sydney Soaring
Club and the Skylark was on the way. Being
poor and creative, the Swallow had achieved its
purpose, so had to go. For 200 pounds.
A group from Mount Isa Club bought it
with trailer. Some damage occurred on the way

north. I was told that without flying it, work was
started to repair and in the process, improve it.
Some time later I received photos of it with a
long
streamlined
canopy
and
other
modifications. It had a nice new paint scheme. I
was informed that very soon after all this work,
someone put it into a tree and that was the last
I heard of it.
I felt that modifying a simple effective
design was unnecessary, as it was adequate as
it was. Perhaps ‘up-graded’ it did not fly as
easily as originally intended.
There may be more information out there
to complete the story.
Somewhere in my stuff, is or was, my
8mm movie of Fred Hoinville in his Brolga
making what was said to be the first double tow
in Australia, at Camden.
--------ooo------

Visitors from Poland

Museum member Andrzej Wroblewski recently
escorted an enthusiastic group of glider pilots
through the Museum, among them his
instructor from his previous club in Poland.
Andzrej now flies with the Geelong Gliding Club
----000----

The Museum's new finishing room takes shape.

AGM Fabric Course May 2014
BY Jim Barton
Resulting from the Fabric Recovering
course that the AGM conducted in September
2012, a further 3 day instructional course was
held in May, 2014
Ten applicants from South Australia,
Queensland, the ACT and Victoria attended at
the Museum facilities at Bacchus Marsh.
Course members were Roger Druce, Peter
Champness, Terry McCarthy, John Mackley, Andrew
Maddocks, Craig Morrison, Erik Sherwin, Colin
Veal, Bob Hickman, and Leigh Snell.

The first day was devoted to the class
room lecture and practical demonstration given
by Russell Darbyshire, the foremost Australian
authority on the Polyfiber system. The lecture
covered such topics as certified materials
available that meet aviation specifications,
handling precautions and safety aspects to be
adhered to.
All materials used by the Museum are
aviation approved polyfiber system supplied by
the Australian agent “Aviaquip” and we strictly
adhere to the Polyfiber Procedure manual.
Whilst other systems are available, the fabric is
a dacron cloth of either 1.7 or 2.7 ounce weight
per square yard. Only Polyfiber developed
dopes are used. When the fabric is fixed to the
airframe component this fabric material can be
shrunk up to 10% when it is heated by a hand
held calibrated iron – provided the correct
temperatures are set – before the application of
the finishing dopes.
During the two days of practical training,
the underside of 2 Grunau Baby wings had the
fabric attached with rib stitching where required,
together with one coat of Polybrush dope. The
Skylark wing centre section was fabric covered,
together with rib stitching and Polybrushed, and
the ES-49 rudder fabric completed with tapes
and ready for spraying.
Bob Wyatt and Trevor Odering assisted
me with supervision of the training and all the
students achieved a high standard by the
conclusion of the course.
My sincere thanks to Bob and Trevor for
their efforts in helping me over the three days.
Due to demand for this type of course I expect
another course will be needed later in the year.
Let us not forget the efforts put in by the
workshop volunteers for the many hours of
labour expended on preparing the components
before fabric can be applied.

THE GENERATOR
by Chris Saunders
Our need for a paint shop has been
paramount, with a number of gliders restored
except for painting. For this reason we had
prioritised the acquisition of a paint shop.
We found that all of the proposals we
considered required a ‘three phase power
source’ with which to power the various fans.
This is not presently available as the power
supply to Bacchus Marsh Aerodrome is single
phase. The committee ruled out contacting the
power supply company to ask about an
upgrade of their power to three phase, as the
cost would be prohibitive especially as we
would initially be paying for all the other users
of power at the aerodrome.

It occurred to me that Dieter Klein, who
is a very capable member of our museum and
has helped out with numerous projects of a
technical and demanding nature in the past,
had a large generator at his home that could
be surplus to household requirements. Dieter,
in his working life, once had a successful
concrete bridge construction business, building
bridges most of which were ‘out in the sticks’
and away from available power. The only way
he could run welders, mixers and no end of
necessary equipment, was to acquire a
portable (read transportable) generator.
Now retired, the generator stood not
exactly idle but let’s say, ‘put out to grass’, in
his back yard. Thus it was, that on a drizzly day
in June two elderly gentlemen, Dieter and I,
found ourselves in Dieter’s 4wd truck, towing
this, I guess, 2 tonne monster from Boronia on
a torturous route to Bacchus Marsh. The
journey took us via Doncaster road, Bell Street,
Calder freeway and Melton highway and the
difficulty of driving this heavy load on a slippery
road cannot be exaggerated.

An additional problem was more
personal. Both Dieter and I have had our
respective ‘old men’s problem’ addressed by
surgery known colloquially as a ‘rebore’. I can’t
speak for Dieter but my bladder would endure
the one and a half hour journey from my home
to the museum …..just! So, about Sydenham, I
was ‘busting’. We drove a little further and
found a parking spot near some convenient
bushes. Phew! The relief!
We jumped back in the Toyota, ready to
go but the battery wouldn’t turn the engine
over. Expletive deleted. All was not lost,
however. The generator required a heavy duty
battery to start its diesel engine and the
committee had decided to delay buying one
before we needed to use the generator
for its purpose. Projects such as the paint shop
sometimes (always) take longer than planned
and a new battery may have deteriorated
before it was needed. It was with this in mind
that I persuaded Dieter to bring his spare
battery along so he could give a full
demonstration of how to start and use the
generator. (His original plan was to simply use
jump leads from the Toyota). What a Godsend
then, to not only have a spare battery with us
but also the jumper leads to start the truck. He
may not have been in the Boy Scouts but he is
always prepared!
We were soon underway and arrived at
Bacchus relatively unscathed and without any
constabulary interest! (So far!)
Dieter installed the spare battery and
gave the onlookers a demo of the starting
procedure although I fear that few absorbed
the relative complicated process. There are
some ‘must do’ and there are some ‘must not
do’ things that must be adhered to or else
expensive things go wrong. An example of a
‘must not do’ is that the tap on the gravity fed
fuel line to the engine must not be turned off.
Doing so would mean the fuel injectors would
need to be bled as air could be introduced. A
‘must do ‘ example is that because it has an
air-cooled engine, the covers must be open to
allow airflow. In consultation with Dieter, we are
developing some sort of instruction placards to
be attached to the machine.
The Museum is very grateful to Dieter for
allowing us to have the generator on
permanent loan and we would like him to be
present when we fire it up in anger!
Now, we are looking for able spray
painters…………………..

A Memorable Flight
From Vintage Times issue 131, by Allan Ash

A pleasant flying day was drawing to a
close at a country airfield and the club
members were moving the aircraft to the
hangar and tie down area. Then it was pointed
out that the Kookaburra was still parked a mile
away at the launching point. Rather than tow or
drag it to the hangar I was asked to take a
launch and land it near the hangar.

Because of the no-wind conditions I got
only 800 feet on the launch but as I turned to
make a circuit I realised that the variometer was
showing no-sink, so I continued the turn. The
needle of the variometer rose a little, so I
continued the turn and was rewarded with a
slight increase in altitude, so I kept turning. The
gain in height was small at the beginning, but it
was constant, so I continued to turn, and gain
altitude. We passed 2,000 feet, then 3,000 feet
and the lift continued – slow but steady.
The westering ball of the sun drooped
lower in the sky. Into my mind came the
memory of a line from a poem I had learned at
school – “The curfew tolls the knell of the
parting day”
Still the gentle lift continued. Altitude
slowly increased, 4,000, 5,000 feet, but there
was little or no noticeable reduction in the air
temperature. A mile or so west of the airfield I
saw a number of cows wandering towards a
shed near a farmhouse. Obviously it was
milking time. “The lowing herd winds slowly
o'er the lea”.
In the Kookaburra I was relaxed and
enjoying the clear view over the surrounding
countryside. Despite the steady climb, the air
felt calm, almost still. It was only the airspeed
indicator and the variometer that showed there
was any movement in the aircraft. I felt at ease
inwardly. Below me I could see the airfield.

Despite our time in the air, by now we had
drifted only a very short distance. On another
nearby farm I saw a tractor being driven
towards a collection of sheds.“The ploughman
homeward plods his weary way”
The smooth, steady climb continued.
The altimeter now passed 6,000 feet and
showed no signs of stopping. How much longer
would it continue? And if it continued, how
much longer should I keep climbing? The
golden ball of the sun was by now dipping
towards the line of pine trees on the distant
western horizon. I estimated that I had perhaps
half an hour before it reached the trees. My
altitude had risen to 7,000 feet and I made up
my mind that it was time to quit.
At an indicated 8,000 feet, on a westerly
heading I came out of the turn and lowered the
nose of the Kookaburra. The airspeed rose and
the altimeter began to show a rapid descent.
The air coming in through the cockpit ventilator
was cool but by no means cold. The altimeter
recorded our loss of altitude - 6,000... 4,000...
2,000 feet. I steered the Kookaburra towards
the far end of the runway. The airfield was
almost devoid of people. Most of the club
members, it seemed, had moved into the
clubhouse, leaving the floodlit hangar to guide
me in.
The Kookaburra touched down lightly
under a brilliant afternoon sky and rolled to a
stop outside the hangar, to end a 90 minute
flight that I still consider the most relaxing and
pleasant flight I have experienced in some 50
years in the sport.
In the far western distance, the sun
touched the top of the pine trees “...and
leaves the world to darkness... and to me!”
-----000-----

RAAF Cadets fly the Victorian Soaring
Association gliding simulator at the Museum

Vintage Glider Club Annual Rally
Arnborg, Denmark 2nd-12th August, 2014
Photos by
Garrett Russell and Vincenzo Pedrielli

Briefings were well attended
-----00000----Grunau Baby

ALAN TURNS THE BIG NINE OH!

Graeme Saw's gossamer Slingsby Petrel

CONGRATULATIONS to Alan Patching,
Museum founding member, who turned 90 on
6th June, 2014. A fitting celebration took place at
Alan and Lorna's home in Balwyn.

New Address
Christian Kroll's “Cumulus”

Packing the hangar – another museum?

Russell Darbyshire, who’s company Aviaquip is
the Australian Distributor for Polyfiber Aircraft
Fabric & Coatings, Ceconite Aircraft Fabric and
Randolph Aircraft Dopes, has advised that their
new address is:AVIAQUIP PTY. LTD.
11 Peninsula Boulevard,
Seaford, Vic., 3198.
The telephone number remains the same, at
(03) 9585 1211, Fax (03) 9585 1837
email sales@aviaquip.com.au
Web www.aviaquip.com.au

ON THE WINGS OF AN EAGLE
Bruce Hearn 1947 – 2014
This was the theme for a memorial
service at Bruce Hearn’s funeral in Melbourne
on Tuesday 17 June 2014. Bruce died on 9
June 2014 at the age of 67 after a prolonged
illness. The service was anchored with amazing
strength by his loving wife and children, Judith,
Narelle, Elise and Adrian. Participants and
grieving supporters included his extended
family, many longstanding friends and others.
Scores of pilots and GCV members (past and
present) gathered to convey their respect and
admiration to his life.
The association of the Hearn family with
the club which is now known as GCV, began
back around 1938. Bruce’s father (Keith) and
uncles (Jack and Bruce(snr)) flew primary
gliders at sites including Laverton, Beveridge,
Mordialloc and Geelong. Keith Hearn was a
gliding instructor at this time. All three brothers
served as operational RAAF pilots in World War
II. Jack flew Boomerangs and Kittyhawks, Keith
flew Cessna Cranes and Avro Ansons while
Bruce(snr) flew Mustangs. Jack was involved
as tug pilot in the first club aerotows at Yarram,
flying a Tiger Moth. Keith also became a tug
pilot and continued to fly both gliders and tugs
(presumably Austers and Pawnees) until one
month before he died in 1981. Jack is still alive
and was present at Bruce’s funeral.

flew Tiger Moth A 17-63. More recently Bruce
was contributing to the work of the Australian
Gliding Museum and held the office of Vice
President until his illness became too
advanced.

The Lilienthal replica built by Bruce
Bruce(jnr’s) son Adrian was attending
Benalla with his father at the age of about 7.
Adrian subsequently joined the club and trained
as a glider and tug pilot. Adrian is currently
working as an Airline Captain in Melbourne.
Interestingly, the span of Jack and Adrian
Hearn at the funeral, covers the oldest and
youngest members of the Hearn family who
have ever flown with GCV. Bruce is known as
“Popi” to his 8 grandchildren who must also be
influenced by this flying legacy.
I wish all the best for Judith and her
family at this difficult and sorrowful time.
Rod Lambert July 2014

I have seen a photograph (from a
previous copy of Airflow) which shows young
Bruce Hearn at the age of 5, standing on the
airfield at Berwick with his 3 uncles in front of
their Grunau Baby in 1952. No doubt this was
an inspirational time for Bruce in the
development of his lifelong interest and
involvement in gliding, power flying and aircraft
modeling. It can be noted that Bruce(jnr’s)
grandfather (John ‘Jack/Johhny’ Hearn) also
joined and flew with the Royal Flying Corps in
WW 1.
Bruce(jnr) joined GCV in 1976 shortly
followed by Jack’s son (Norm) and Bruce(snr’s)
son (Geoff). All qualified and flew as glider
pilots. Bruce participated in the weekend tug
roster for about a decade in the 1980’s and
subsequently trained and worked as a gliding
instructor. Around 1990, Bruce restored and

One of the three Taylor Glider replicas is on
display in the main entrance foyer of the
National Museum of Australia in Canberra.
Bruce was the project leader and the full report
of the Taylor flight Centenary and the replica
project appears in AGM News 23.
Back cover by kind permission of John Lamont,
publisher of Australian Model News.

Bruce was the son of the late
Keith Hearn who, together
with his two brothers Jack
and Bruce (snr), established
Hearn’s Hobbies in Melbourne immediately after
WW2.
Bruce was proud of his Hearn
family history as four successive generations were involved in various aspects of
aviation. His grandfather Jack
(snr) was in the Royal Flying
Corps during WW1, his father
and both uncles served as
RAAF officers and pilots during WW2 and his son, Adrian,
is currently a captain with Virgin Australia.

In his spare time, Bruce always had a ‘project’ to work on. In the
1960’s it was a hot rod based around a T- Model Ford, followed by
hang gliders and ultralight aircraft. The 1980’s were taken up by the
Tiger Moth restoration. In 1991 Bruce and Adrian, who was then 12
years old, flew the Tiger Moth from Benalla to Temora where it was
judged ‘The Best and Most Original” Tiger Moth.
In retirement, Bruce joined the Australian Gliding Museum and relished being involved in various projects, including the building of three
George Taylor replica gliders – one of which is now hanging in the
foyer of the National Museum of Australia in Canberra. He served as
the vice-president of the AGM and enjoyed being involved with this
group of like-minded enthusiasts who have an impressive collection of
vintage gliders in their hangar at Bacchus Marsh airfield.

Bruce enjoyed a shared interest in both full sized flying and aeromodelling, he built and flew models and became a qualified glider and
powered aircraft pilot. In the 1980’s he restored a DH.82 Tiger Moth
(registered VH-KEH in memory of his father) and in more recent times
he also built replicas of famous vintage aircraft for display purposes.

The Hearn family were very active in the Gliding Club of Victoria and
Bruce was happy to be indoctrinated. Many weekends were spent at
the Berwick and Benalla airfields as well as at Surrey Park and other
model flying fields. In the early 1970’s he obtained his private pilot’s
license and soon after became a glider tug pilot, flying tugs on weekend roster at Benalla for over 20 years. A memory he cherished from
his tug pilot days was flying alongside his father as they came in to
land. His son, Adrian, also gained valuable flying experience as a tug
pilot and Bruce flew tugs alongside Adrian, just as he had done with
his own father some 20 years earlier.
At the family holiday house at Bonnie Doon happy times revolved
around model flying and boating with many aeromodellers visiting for
fun days of slope soaring gliders and flying model seaplanes at Lake
Eildon.

Bruce’s interest in aeromodelling continued and in 2010 he built a
model Catalina which now hangs in the bistro dining area of the Box
Hill RSL.

Bruce enjoyed good health until late in 2011, when he was diagnosed
with a severe form of cancer. During his illness Bruce undertook the
building of a replica Otto Lilienthal glider and, hopefully, this last project will be displayed at the World Gliding Championships to be held at
Benalla in 2016.
Bruce had the skills to create true technical works of art and thoroughly enjoyed all aviation related activities and the friendships he made
through these activities. He was able to happily blend these achievements with a very productive and fruitful career and a rich family life.
Bruce is survived by his mother Betty, his wife Judith, three children,
eight grand children, a sister and two uncles.
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